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The unexpected continues â€¦Just when Sidney thinks sheâ€™s gotten a handle on things, she finds
herself at odds again with her annoying and unappreciative supervisor, Cyrus Tweel. To make
matters worse, thereâ€™s been no talk about the Black Slate or the whereabouts of Smoke, leaving
her in the dark and feeling more isolated than ever. During a stakeout with Cyrus, odd things begin
to emerge. Black Suns and oddly familiar children begin to show up. The Drakes fingerprints seem
to be on everything sheâ€™s involved with. Just when Sidney begins to fret her new duties and
doubt her peers, Smoke shows up in a suit looking as gorgeous as ever. Captivated by him at first,
itâ€™s not long before they butt heads over the next Black Slate assignment. A mysterious woman
called Night Bird. Timing is everything, but family troubles emerge a day before Christmas Eve,
when Sidneyâ€™s sister, Allison goes missing and a mysterious stranger shows up at her
parentsâ€™ home. Reluctantly, she agrees to take Smoke to her parents with her. On the way, a
semi-truck, owned by Drake, runs them off the road, totally the Interceptor. And thatâ€™s just where
the story begins, not to mention Sidneyâ€™s first meeting with Fat Sam and Guppy, strange
graveyards and more diabolical deaders. Will Sid and Smoke get closer or will the wicked powers
that be force them apart?
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SMOKE and agent Sidney are a great team who are beginning to trust one another. At least Agent
Sidney is beginning to show a romantic Interest in SMOKE. I like them as a team. But who and what
is SMOKE. Read On.

I like the chemistry between Sidney and Smoke. The weird evil beings are a hoot. I'm ready for
Smoke to get out of jail and really be Sid's partner in more ways than one. I'm really enjoying this
series. I love how I can find awesome little gems like this to read on my Kindle. Can't wait to read
the next book!

The second book in the series takes off right where the first left off. I smell smoke has it Al
action/adventure/deaders and our newest villain (spoiler alert) harpies! Sidney and Smoke are an
amazing duo. I can't wait to read book three!

Already half way in this book and I love it. I had to give a laugh because one his bad guy characters
has my last name Harlow. Lol.I gave a 5 star, because the intense, detailed events are
awesome...Cannot wait until book 3...Cherie Harlow

This is a great new series. It's a bit like X-Files meets Blacklist. I enjoyed reading but the story could
have been better developed and be a full length 250+ page novel. I hope future books are fully
developed.

Another fine outing for Smoke and Sid. The characters begin to grow, although I admit I found Sid a
bit juvenile at times and wanted to slap her. I recommend this book for its writing - its a fast easy
read without being repetitive or degenerating into silliness. I don't like the way the FBI is portrayed I'm tired of the Feds being portrayed as villianous liars or incompetents, but it does advance the
story line. I would definitely recommend the series as a whole.

I love this series and can't seem to get enough. A FBI agent assigned to a black list with a criminal

for a partner. Amazing how the government uses people and cover up some many crimes. The
supernatural element only makes this series better!!

Thank you, Craig, for gifting this book to me! Although this book was also short, it was also a fun,
fast-paced read. The bird angle was different and interesting. This story would make a great graphic
novel!
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